
P a r e n t  l o g  i n

f o r  c h p s  c a n v a s

Canvas is the learning management system where your child's coursework will be
hosted--whether face-to-face or virtual. In the past, your child may have used Google

Classroom or Schoology in a similar fashion. This year, all teachers will be using the same
system to help you and your child feel a sense of consistency and support.

To access Canvas, you can go to the district
webpage, colonialhts.net. If you scroll to the
bottom, you will see an icon for Canvas Parent Sign
In. The first time you access this page, you will need
to click "Click Here for an Account" in the top right.
Enter in your information and a pairing code. To get
your child's 6-digit pairing code, he or she should (1)
Log into ClassLink (2) Click on the Canvas icon to log
into Canvas (3) Click on the Account icon in Canvas
(4) Click Settings (5) Click Pair with Observer. This
should provide the code that is unique to that
student. Teachers are also able to provide these
codes.

If you are having trouble logging in, please contact your child's teacher. They can get a
pairing code for you if you are unable to, as well.
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Each course will have a Home page with important information
about classwork, contacting the teacher, important links and
more. You can see that by clicking Home in this list of links.

Your child will get to Canvas by going to ClassLink and clicking on
the gray and red Canvas SAML icon. Once they are in, students

can click on Dashboard or Courses on the left side of the screen
to get to their classwork.

finding your

Students will get to their work by
clicking on Modules and locating their
work. Some teachers may also have a
clickable button to "Today's Work" on
the Home page.
The Modules look like an outline. The
modules are typically organized in the
order the work should be completed.
When students get to the Modules, they
can click on the particular section they
are in at the time.
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In addition to assignments, your child may have Discussions or Quizzes that are a grade.
These are also found in their Modules. Discussions have a chat bubble       icon beside

them, while Quizzes have a rocketship        icon beside them. Though called Quizzes, a quiz
may be a practice, a daily grade, or even a test grade. See the details on the start-up

screen to find out how many points it is worth!

Once your child has finished his or
her assignment, whether by
uploading a photo, finishing a
Google Doc, typing a response, or
other, he or she will click the blue
Submit Assignment button a
second time. This will submit it to
the teacher.

While working in a module in Canvas, your child may
get to an assignment. Assignments have a paper/pen
icon        to the left of them. To begin the assignment,

the student will click the blue Submit Assignment
button. From there, there will be a box to type in, a

Google Doc or Slide to fill out, or other.
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